The African Resource Mobilisation Webinar Series:
Non-Traditional Funding Sources and Other Related Resources

From Speakers:

Bill Rodriguez, M.D. - Draper Richards Kaplan Foundation

- DRK Overview of Fundraising
- Emily’s ABC Framework
- Drafting an organizational narrative
- How to write a bullet summary of your work
- Strong pitch deck

Gerald Abila - BarefootLaw

- Echoing Green Fellowship

Elizabeth (Liz) Ngonzi - The International Social Impact Institute

- In conversation with Tom Higley: Solving the world’s wicked problems with serial entrepreneurs (Webinar)
- How to Align Your Purpose and Paycheck to Build a Career with Social Impact in 2021 and Beyond
- Digital Storytelling to Inspire and Attract Funders in a Time of Crisis
From Partner Organisations:

**King Baudouin Foundation United States:**

**KBF Africa Prize**
The King Baudouin African Development Prize (KBF Africa Prize) rewards outstanding contributions to development in Africa, initiated and led by Africans. It seeks to draw public attention to the many inspirational stories, challenges and successes emerging from the African continent.

The Prize is awarded every other year. Beyond its monetary value of 200,000 euros, it offers its winners unique opportunities to increase their visibility and promote their cause to international audiences.

Who can be awarded? The KBF Africa Prize rewards innovative initiatives of Africans with a long-term vision and a proven impact track record.

**Ashoka**
Ashoka finds and cultivates social entrepreneurs in every corner of the world, whose system-changing innovations solve deep-rooted social problems. After a rigorous application process, we invite them into the Ashoka Fellowship - providing early stage financial support and a lifetime membership into an expansive network of peers and partners - enabling them to achieve their vision and have even greater impact.

**Mulago Fellowship**
We’re impact and scale-obsessed. Each year we select 8-10 leaders and help them (1) design high-impact scalable solutions and strategies for better, faster, bigger outcomes; (2) build the organizations to deliver them at scale; and (3) become part of a growing community of innovators in global development. The one-year fellowship is bookended with a design retreat, comes with $100,000 in unrestricted funding, and ongoing support from our team and network.

**Segal Family Foundation**
African Visionary Fellowship offers capacity building designed for and by local visionaries. Fellows receive mentorship, exposure, and the support of a community of like-minded changemakers.

**CIVICUS Global Alliance:**
- Youth Action Lab
- Crisis Response Fund
- Domestic Resource Mobilisation Webinar
- We-Account Challenge
Kenya Association of Fundraising Professionals (KAFP):

ECA Fellowship Programme for Young African Professionals.
This Fellowship programme aims to provide practical, on-the-job experience to the young professionals in their early and middle career in the academy, public sector or international development in providing them exposure and learning in a multicultural environment of the UN and contribute to the work of ECA. It will also provide the candidates with the opportunity to familiarize with the Commission's broad programmes and services to member States and sub-regional bodies in addressing economic and social dimensions of Africa's development priorities. This should expectedly improve their skills, capacity and intellectual ability.

Nigeria Network of NGOs (NNNGO):

YRK Awards
The Yemisi Ransome-Kuti (YRK) Leadership Award was established in March 2015 to honour outstanding Nigerians working in the not-for-profit sector who exemplify the leadership ideals of Ms. Yemisi Ransome-Kuti, a civil society activist and founding Executive Director of the Nigeria Network of NGOs (NNNGO).